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Showroom location: 11-111 

Fifth Avenue Booth Seating 
 

Fifth Avenue boasts a low-profile design, with a standard back height of 28 inches and seat 
height of 19 inches, to deliver a modern, yet classic aesthetic. A smooth upholstered finish on 
both the inside and outside back, an upholstered seat base, and two-inch square-profile steel 
legs combine to emphasize clean, architectural lines. For superior comfort and easy 
maintenance, Fifth Avenue features five-inch premium foam over an elastic-web removable seat 
plus a hanging lumbar pillow. Fifth Avenue comes in single-booth, double-booth and quarter-
circle configurations with a wide array of upholstery materials to facilitate most functional and 
aesthetic needs. 

MOSS | Ditto Lounge Seating 

MOSS  | Ditto, designed by Q design, is a modular lounge grouping that plays off a limited 
number of shapes and sizes creating  unique and space-efficient configurations. Drawing upon 
the classic lines of the tuxedo club chair, Ditto offers a contemporary viewpoint on this classic 
design. Ditto includes a variety of pieces such as left arm, right arm, and armless seating, as 
well as an ottoman and tables. The slim lines and elevated legs found in this collection 
differentiate the design by creating a lighter design aesthetic than is found in other MOSS 
collections. Depending on finish and fabric selections, Moss | Ditto is appropriate for community 
space or formal lobbies in acute care, education or corporate environments. 

Dart Side Table  

Dart features a lightweight and versatile go-anywhere work surface designed for working hard in 
a lounge or hardly working while enjoying a hot cup of coffee. The base is manufactured from 
98% post-consumer recycled iron and the column is comprised of 60% recycled extruded 
aluminum. The thin profile top surface is available in any laminate with or without hand pull. 

Symetris Tier Tables 

The harmonious composition balance between its low profile foot and thin work surface has 
made the Symetris table a favorite choice when looking for high design at a moderate price 
point. This complete family of products, which includes nesting, shared leg, computer, work and 
permanent tables, has been expanded. Symetris tables are now available in multiple standard 
heights of 30”, 26” and 42”. This range allows the tables to create a lecture or demonstration 
setting while retaining the ability to be easily reconfigured. The cost savings realized when using 
Symetris Tier Tables compared to a raised or stepped floor table is significant. Symetris Tables 



offer substantial power distribution systems and clean storing of cords through a full-extension 
wire manager.  Bases are comprised of 98% recycled engine blocks obtained from auto parts.   

Zeta Stool Seating 

The Zeta stool features a trim wire rod frame with a low-back contoured plywood seat.  This 
minimalist design is perfect for dining or multipurpose use when a tall back is not desired.   
Wood is available in any Falcon finish, while the frame comes in powdercoat or chrome.  

9970 Lounge Seating  

Drawing off the classic mid-century modern lines that Thonet is often associated with, this new 
swivel series offers a comfortable place to sit, in almost any environment. The base is 
constructed of 98% recycled iron obtained from engine blocks. 

Comida Stools  

The Comida Collection of Stool Seating is a minimalist design aesthetic constructed of ¾” steel 
tubing. This complete family of communal tables and seating is available in dining, counter or 
work height. Comida Stool Seating includes optional reclaimed solid ash table tops, which 
create a warm and rustic look. With reclaimed solid ash table tops, each stool will take on a 
unique aesthetic. Comida Stool Seating is available in any Falcon standard stain.   

	  

About Falcon 

Falcon is part of the CFGroup portfolio of brands, which also includes Thonet, Howe and Shelby 
Williams. Falcon serves architects, designers and facility managers with table and seating 
solutions for commercial spaces in the corporate, education, government and healthcare 
markets. Falcon’s product line is focused on training, learning, meeting, and dining. Global 
headquarters and manufacturing are located in Newport, Tenn. More information is available at 
falconproducts.com. 
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